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2005-07-01-rv7-
Put together a 3.3 and 5.0v power supply for use in testing the rate 
gyro and accelerometer.  Also received a USB  device for use in circuit 
development.  I'm a little chicken yet to try to patch it into the 
circuit board that the GPS attaches to in light of my little boo-boo 
with the magnetometer the other day.   For now I'm still studying the 
circuitry.



2005-07-03-rv7-
Finally got some decent flying weather.  We were planning on going out 
on the second for my birthday but it was just too windy and I'm still a 
low time pilot planning on living to be a high time pilot.  Haven't 
flown for a little over six months so after doing some touch and goes to 
get current we just did a little snooping over the homestead.  The house 
is 3/4 the way up the frame and 3/8 over from the left edge.   Sure was 
nice to be able to impress Cathy with a nice smooth greaser of a landing 
on the return to Lebanon. 



2005-07-04-rv7-
Okay there's more to life than working on the airframe:

My climbing partner from law school Shane Stewart is back from Iraq and 
wanted to go climbing.  Nice day on Whitehorse Ledges at Conway NH and 
we were able to climb through the crowd.   This section is pretty easy 
friction climbing although people new to the sport can use the crack in 
the arch to plug in some protection.  Just out of sight in the picture 
to the right of Shane here in the lead is a small army camped out the 
belay: an Eastern Mount Sports guided party with a zillion ropes.

At 51 with two heart attacks under my belt it's a real treat to still be 
able to do these duffer routes.  But I sure pace myself.   I also was 
more than happy to let the young wipper snapper Shane do all the 
leading, particularly as one of the pitch up over the granite bands 
above requires some overhead work and I try to keep the arm power work 
in limits as both heart attacks got kicked off with over doing it in the 
upper body department.   Anyhow, we wound up passing all the college 
kids as it turned out.  We are both pretty efficient at the gear change 
over at belay stations.  Hopefully next time we'll bring some more 
carabiners as I was scrounging all day.   I took and drank a litre of 
water on the route.   The days of going all day on little or no water 
are now long gone.



2005-07-05-rv7-
Made a simple little mod to one of my bucking bars so I could add a 
little 2 inch length of tool steel to make a foot.  With this bucking 
bar hand I was able set the last 4/5 rivets on the forward canopy 
skirts.  Figured while I was at it, it was time to finish the last few 
rivets on the roll bar assembly.  I would say the airframe is complete 
at this point...but...for a couple of rivets on the firewall to lock the 
firewall recess in place.



2005-07-06-rv7-
Late spring cleaning: throw the plane out of the house!.   Came up with a simple 
wheeled arrangement to wheel the fusalage out of the house after taking the sliding 
door apart.  Boy, once the mains and the nose wheel are on with the tires it sure 
stands up there a tad; making me wonder about that decision not to build in the 
optional step kit!  I figure with some fiberglass work to do I'd rather have that 
dust out in the garage than in the house.  I used to machine fiberglass at Tech 
Systems in Thomaston Ct years ago and I still itch just thinking about it.  I'm 
thinking of taking all the blue plastic off and doing a coat of grey epoxy primer 
on the fusalage.   Now if I can just figure out how to get 180-200 hp powerplant, 
prop, wiring and lights....Boy it sure does look bigger than it did in the back 
room!  I may later in the week plug the wings and the rest of the flight surfaces 
in just to oogle it a bit.  We're kicking aroun the idea of painting it Ferrari 
Red. 





2005-07-08-rv7-
Worked out the initial setup for the hardware (or so I thought) to read 
the serial port under linux.  Finally broke down and got the volt meter 
out to check for tranmission activity and discovered  (a) the 
transmit/receive lines were backwards and (b) a 3.3 volt supply voltage 
was wrong, you need a ttl voltage in the 5 volt range.  The voltage 
issue was sort of obvious in hind sight, but than again hind sight is 
always equal to or better than 20/20!  Still could not read the device 
under linux and downloaded windows drivers for the new usb device to 
verify it was working.  Finally have gotten to the state the new device 
will read under windows.  There seems to be a problem with the linux 
driver:  I can open the device as a virtual serial com port and when I 
go to read it: I can see from the volt meter the little rascal starts 
transmitting away.  But....my linux code gets stuck on the read call 
which does not return.  This sounds like a driver issue...so we are 
going to have to sink a little deeper and burrow into the driver source 
codes and see if we can do some debug routines in there find out what 
the hang up is.  We're getting there, but it is a tad frustrating to get 
stuck on I/O issues to get the data off the hardware. 



2005-07-09-rv7-
My last posting included a jpeg of a screen shot showing some extensive 
backup copying of window98 files on my linux box:  About the time I got 
the new usb device running under Windows 98 the old one hung up under 
Windows98, windows claimed it couldn't now find a driver and proceeded 
to lock up the machine.  By the time the dust settled and after a number 
of reboot option attemps I booted the machine under linux and analyzed 
the 98 drive and found Billy Gates and his whack operating system had 
eaten the Windows/system directory.  So....got to back up 99.999% of the 
files and 98 drive, then had to reformat it and reinstall from scratch. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the postal service yesterday delivered my 
Analog Devices Micro Controller from Futurlec.  This a Thai manufactured 
board and the brains of the little rascal is the surface mount chip on 
the board.  It features 8 analog to digital channels (ADC's) which are 
12 bit resolution.  This is enought to get started with analyzing the 
rate gyro, accelerometer, and magnetometer signals.  Eventually if 
things work out I'd like to get an instrument grade Analog Device model 
with 24 bit resolution.   The AHRS systems in use for radio control and 
UAV helicopter systems are using 8-bit ADC's .   Honneywell regards 
8-bit ADC's for their magnetometer chips as sufficient for only cardinal 
point representations of compass headings.  The device costs as show 
about $60 bucks and about $100 dressed out with a meg of ram, eeprom 
chip and real time clock chip.  In addition to orientaton sensor work I 
hope to evaluate the board for use in tracking flight surface position.

I'm wrestling with getting cars inspected (and fixed) before we leave on 
vacation early this year, including the annual pilgramage to Oshkosh.  
This year we'll concentrate on wiring, avionics, fiberglass, and 
painting seminars.  



2005-07-12-rv7-



2005-07-14-rv7-
Before going on vacation I couldn't resist putting the fusalage and tail 
feathers on for a picture in the driveway. 



2005-07-26-rv7-oshkosh
The seminars were a bit disappointing this year at Oshkosh.  The NASA 
presentations in particular were bad.  NASA two years earlier had some 
really interesting and useful technical presentions on synthetic vision 
etc.  This year..third rate.....   On the bright side, the Crossbow 
folks showed up with a micro IMU intended for use on R/C and UAV 
aircraft.  Still a bit pricey at $1500 the unit includes a GPS and 
pressure sensors for airspeed and altitude...but...the ram air pressure 
sensor is ranged to top out at 80 m/s which is under the VNE for an 
RV....but I figured on using a honneywell pressure sensor when I can 
afford it.   The firmware for this little rascal is supposed to be open 
sourced and there is a 400mhz motherboard available with linux installed 
for doing the kaulfman filtering on the sensor inputs.  I kept trying to 
trick the gyros at the display booth running just the sensor output fed 
serially to a laptop and it kept remembering where straight and level 
was, so my guess is they are doing some filtering already on device 
itself which includes an atmell 128 microprocessor.  Oh yeah,   they 
include magnetometers on this puppy also.....so in summary it's a 6 axis 
IMU with accelerometers and rate gyros, a gps, pressure sensors and 
magnetometers.   I was happy as a clam to find out that the device uses 
the same chips I have been researching to use in a build my own device.  
Last year the lowest priced Crossbow device was like 10 grand!.  The 
certificated rascals are still around 15 grand and Crossbow supplied the 
IMU for the Global Flyer.



2005-07-29-rv7-oshkosh
Found some interesting metal working equipment ideas at Oshkosh this 
year.,  Like using a rivet gun mounted in a frame as an air hammer for 
forming parts.  This would have made making the front skirt on the 
canopy bit easier to do.    I also finally got a good shot of the behind 
the panel view of Van's RV-7a demonstrator aircraft.  Most of our intell 
work on aircraft details we committed to memory rather than take a ton 
of photographs.  That way I could walk more and enhance the nasty 
blister I got on one of my  toes!  Camping at Oshkosh was again very 
nice, it's had to believe you can be camping with 30,000 people and it's 
actually fairly quiet at night and everybody is very freindly. 



2005-08-09-rv7-
Had a great EAA chapter BBQ this tuesday.  Earlier in the day I checked 
and checked, and checked again my setup for the analog device 
microprocessor (just like a guy...hint) and
NO WORKY!  very frustrating...





2005-08-11-rv7-
Okay, it's official: DOLT for a day! where's the beenie!
Cathy will be in the validation mode:  See if you'd stop to ask 
directions once in a while.... 

After horsing around with the camera to get a nice shot of are aged cat 
"woody"  I finally figured out what I
have been doing wrong with regard to getting programs downloaded and 
running on my microprocessor
I bought to investigate the analog device rate gyro's, accelerometers, 
and those tricky honneywell magnetometer chips:
It's a guy thing: READ THE DIRECTIONS CLOSELY....i.e. as my high school 
english teacher would yammer on...
it's reading comprehension stupid!

After leaving the book open to the right page for couple of days and 
actually reading it a few times while working on
something else I thought gee....maybe if I push the little button (a) 
and hold it and push the little button (b) once and
with a little effort at coordination move the mouse over and press the 
reset button on the software....Presto..

Now I get to get lost in assembler,  It's been years since I did any, 
never was good at it, and boy can you lock up
computers mucho pronto....

Good think the magic incantations were not in one of the files the 
vendor shipped that were still in the original Thai language!





2005-08-14-rv7-
Drill jig and bushings for drilling the rear spar/fuselage bolt hole.



2005-08-15-rv7-
Legal beagling has kept me busy for a few days, other than that I've had a chance 
to sit in as editor for my local EAA chapter's newsletter on a meeting with our 
state's Executive Councilor Ray Burton to review Lebanon Airport issues (It's a 
little appreciated gem in the north country). Dino, Vlahakis (second from right 
with glasses in the 12 o'oclock is key member of our eaa chapter and, an EAA tech 
councilor, retired Pan Am pilot and is currently on the local airport advisory 
committee.    Phil Weber my seat mate in the legislator in the mid 90's and a A&P 
came by for a visit and look see on how things are going.  After what my friend 
retired navy chief George Shadowens calls an SRC  (S... Reduction Campaign) I was 
able to re-organize the garage so I could put the airframe together so I can work 
on fitting all the fiberglass and little details like setting the aileron and 
rudder stops etc.   I'll probably strip all the blue plastic protective wrap and 
prime the parts before she goes back into the house in late fall. Meanwhile, back 
at the ranch,we've orderd some slate so I can finish the back room before the 
fusalage goes back in there for winter.



2005-08-16-rv7-



2005-08-21-rv7-



2005-08-22-rv7-
The naked lady:  We took all the blue plastic wrap off to survey for nics and 
scratches we have to work on before priming the surfaces.  Finished some tweaking 
trimming on the flaps.Mainly surveying what details to work on next.  I may be able 
to order the crossbow sensor in a few more days so I can work this fall on some 
software development and testing for the flight display.  Nice to have it at least 
look kinda sorta like an airplane but the big ticket items are on the horizon. 



2005-08-23-rv7-
Tuesday the 23'rd paid a visit as my EAA chapter's newsletter editor on Frank 
Brunot's Rans project.  Franks getting started on the covering process for this 
fabric covered plane so He's pretty far along, and lucky dog, he's got an engine 
for it also.  Really nice shop.   I'm strarting the initial trim work on the 
fiberglass parts that attach to the tips of the tail feathers. 



2005-08-25-rv7-
Some days, when you can, there are better things to do than work on the airplane.   
Got out for a little climbing at whitehorse ledge at Conway NH with Shane Stewert 
and Mark Cave who are back from Iraq.





2005-08-26-rv7-
Measured the fiberglass piece that fits to the bottom of the rudder for fitting.  
There are witness lines molded in the piece for trimming but I know better than to 
just assume they are correct, i.e. avoid the cut once, cry often problem.   



2005-08-30-rv7-
Been doing some light detail work on the tail lately.  Trimmed the 
empenage to fusalage piece, and will will sand and drill it later.  
Finally got around to drilling the fiberlass pieces for the
elevator and rudder.  Have some more detail drilling on the bottom part 
of the rudder and also need to form a little rib to close off the 
leading edge pieces.   We've been laying a slate floor in the room the 
fusalage sits in for the winter so I've only got these small items done 
while Cathy and I "recover" from laying the floor.   Slate is pretty 
much indestructable once you finally get it installed.

Earlier in the week I finally ordered an intertial sensor from Crossbow 
in California.  Thier uNav sensor.   Their certificated sensor is 
something like $15,000 clams.  Since this will be a VFR bird we are 
going to make the most of the uNave sensor which is actually designed 
for use in RC and UAV robotic aircraft....it's also only %10 percent the 
cost of it's certified big brother used I believe in the Chelton glass 
panel systems.



2005-09-01-rv7-



2005-09-02-rv7-



2005-09-04-rv7-
Been doing some light detail work on the tail lately.  Trimmed the empenage to 
fusalage piece, and will will sand and drill it later.  Finally got around to 
drilling the fiberlass pieces for the elevator and rudder.  Have some more detail 
drilling on the bottom part of the rudder and also need to form a little rib to 
close off the leading edge pieces.   We've been laying a slate floor in the room 
the fusalage sits in for the winter so I've only got these small items done while 
Cathy and I "recover" from laying the floor.   Slate is pretty much indestructable 
once you finally get it installed.

Earlier in the week I finally ordered an intertial sensor from Crossbow in 
California.  Thier uNav sensor.   Their certificated sensor is something like 
$15,000 clams.  Since this will be a VFR bird we are going to make the most of the 
uNave sensor which is actually designed for use in RC and UAV robotic 
aircraft....it's also only %10 percent the cost of it's certified big brother used 
I believe in the Chelton glass panel systems.





2005-09-05-rv7-
Turned my attention to the intersection fairing between the empennage assembly and 
the fusalage.  I also started fitting the underneith metal fairing strip.  I'll do 
as much as I can at this juncture before having to take the tail assembly apart to 
get at some drilling and platenut work for the fasteners to hold the fairings on 
the fusalage.  Once off the bird the tail feathers will be primed before all the 
parts go back in house for winter.   Should be a nice cavernous garage this winter 
for the winter sprawl of the plow truck et al...

We were going to do some grouting today in the plane room but Cathy got a nasty 
case of tendonitus from working on the floor the day before.   Slate floors last 
forever, but they can definitely leave you some what the worse for wear and tear 
installing them.





2005-09-08-rv7-
After finishing up some details on the vertical stabilizer and rudder I tried out 
some Dupont treatments for aluminum to make sure the paint stays put when it gets 
on.  First your acid etch the surface then you put on an alodine treatment to bond 
a sacrificial material to the surface as a last resort against corrosion.   After 
treating and washing everything I was a little stuck for a place to dry the parts 
on.  So the Oldsmobile rack got pressed into service.



2005-09-09-rv7-
Small details day.  After spending some time re-firmiliarizing myself 
with flightgears source code I finally took a break and finished up some 
details on the tail of the fusalage, namely
drilling and tapping the 6-32 threaded holes for the horizontal 
stabilizer gap fairing attachment. 



2005-09-10-rv7-
Took all day putsing around on the various platenut and hole drilling 
details to finish the gap fairings on the empenage assembly.  Came out 
nice, and now to acid etch, alodine and prime everything.





2005-09-11-rv7-
The usual routine on RV's is to do some variation on fiberglassing the end pieces 
shut on the horizontal and vertical stabilizer sections. Now with some 2024 in 
fully annealled "0" temper around (from the canopy work out)  and a piece of oak I 
got to thinking, gee maybe I should try to form a little rib to fill in the hole 
and just rivet the assembly shut.   Took a couple of practice pieces but, in the 
end it was worth it.  Now all I have to do is rivet the rib to the fiberglass and 
pop rivet it to the empenage assembly.  I did the first one before taking the hike 
to the B-29 crash site in Perkinsvill VT this afternoon.  When we got home we 
popped out the second rib and drilled and fitted them.  Now all I have to do is 
make another oak mandrel to form the the rib for the vertical stabilizer. 



2005-09-12-rv7-
I liked how the horizontal stabilizer ribs came out so much I decided to make one 
for the vertical stabilizer as well.  Not shown, but I actually made two of them, 
then took a little shortcut on the drilling (drilled it on the bench) and when 
found out it was crooked on the assembly.  So.... we cooked up a second one.  These 
little custom formed small ribs are really not that hard to make.



2005-09-13-rv7-
Tuesday I scotchbite'd the horizontal stabilizer and elevator parts then 
got to thinking it was time to bite the bullet on getting
primer for the exterior of the aircraft.   Our EAA Chapter (740 Twin 
State Flyer's) met for the last BBQ of the season and we
had a pretty good turnout.  I think I'm getting the hang of using the 
grill to flip the burgers.     Things were going just ducky until
I went to the paint shop on Wednesday to get a gallon of primer.   $350 
poorer I went.   I was not able to get the aircraft specific primer
Dupont rep's advocated at Oshkosh because Dupont does not sell it to 
jobbers,  only direct mfg's like Cessna et al.   So...after some
discussion with the New England Dupont person we chose to go with the 
fleet version of the Corlar primer used in high end big rig's
i.e. Autocar's.   I was previously using a heavier commercial version of 
Corlar and liked it, but thought I'd play it safe on the exterior primer to
avoid any surprises from the unique thermal shock environment aircraft 
can exhibit relative to automotive and trucking applications.

Since we can't get aviation topcoat colors from Dupont I'm 
thinking....maybe going with Ferrari Red isn't such a bad idea after all....
But for now, we'll stick with just getting the bird primed for storage 
for winter.....onward and upward, we have more important things to
work on than paint....but not just yet...





2005-09-15-rv7-
To date I've been priming parts in the garage, and mostly interior surfaces.  So if 
the odd bug or spec of dust got in the final result I didn't worry about it.  But
now that we need to prime the exterior I thought I'd better take some precautions 
to protect the primed surface or face endless hours of sanding!.   The mission has 
turned into one of how to make a portable paint booth and don't spend any money on 
it.   I had a lot of 1/4 inch and 7/16 bar laying around the shop so I cooked up a 
modular 10' by 10' by 7' skeleton for a paint booth for starters.  I figure I'll 
use plastic sheeting and duct tape to wall it all in....



2005-09-16-rv7-
Saw my aeromedical doc today for getting a medical for the pilot's license.  I see 
my Cardiologist Tuesday, and He'll be the key guy on info to the FAA for the
medical.  The treadmill test ( a full nuclear imaging study) showed the 
schemia (low blood supply) downstream of the stent is still there.   Course this 
all shows up when they have your zipping along at a rate I keep telling them I 
wouldn't do outside of direct medical supervision unless they were firing LIVE 
AMMUNITION at me...

....Other than that no hickups at the aeromedical....wish me luck Tuesday with the 
Cardiologist....

Meanwhile back at the ranch.... continued development on the paint booth with a 
modular plenum assembly to deliver filtered air to the booth.  I figure I'll 
deliver air with a shop vac and duct the discharge downwind so I can keep overspray 
off parts in the garage.   Course there are alternatives, i.e. not that I haven't 
painted car parts outside, particularly when doing a quick and dirty rocker panel 
to get some old iron past inspection for another year.   (Cathy's Geo Tracker has a 
particularly attractive set of rocker panels made from aluminum flashing complete 
with matching factory paint color sans the clear coat...)



2005-09-17-rv7-
The little details take while to build the paint booth....here we do a 
quick and dirty jig to weld the piece square... 



2005-09-19-rv7-
Finished welding the paint boot panels and started piecing...err...duct taping the 
panels together when the UPS guy showed up with the navigation sensor form
Crossbow.   Sure is a tiny little rascal....Hard to believe it has three 
accelerometers, three rate gyros, a gps receiver and two pressure sensors on 
board...



2005-09-21-rv7-
After a couple go arounds via email with Cross bow I got the sensor 
running.....Here the shot is of the sensor powered up but the software didn't 
recognize it, apparently because of a cabling problem.  Turned out the crossbow 
check out software requires windows 2000 or better and would not run on my 98 
box....so...thanks to my ISP who had a windows 2000 package in the shrink wrap... 
After swapping cables I got  the sensor and the pc talking on Thursday the 22nd...  
Now to get linux to interface with the sensor.   The secondary circuit with the 
large LED is the unit's power supply to guarantee a nice clean 4.98 volts to the 
device.  Still hard to believe the little rascal has three accelerometers, three 
rate gyros, three magnetometers, a gps and two pressure sensors....and a partridge 
in a ....



2005-09-22-rv7-
After a couple go arounds via email with Cross bow I got the sensor  running ..... 
Here the shot is of the sensor powered up but the software didn't recognize it, 
apparently because of a cabling problem.  Turned out the crossbow check out 
software requires windows 2000 or better and would not run on my 98  box .... 
so...thanks to my ISP who had a windows 2000 package in the shrink wrap... After 
swapping cables I got  the sensor and the pc talking on Thursday the 22nd...  Now 
to get linux to interface with the sensor.   The secondary circuit with the large 
LED is the unit's power supply to guarantee a nice clean 4.98 volts to the device.  
Still hard to believe the little rascal has three accelerometers, three rate gyros, 
three magnetometers, a gps and two pressure sensors....and a partridge in a ....





2005-09-23-rv7-
Tried out the new paint booth set up on the empenage assembly.  The new 
primer was nice to work with.  I went to a fancy cooking store to get a 
small assortment of dippers to mix the 5:1 ratio on the primer/activator 
for Dupont's OEM/Fleet grad Corlar primer.  The sales lady was wondering 
what planet I dropped in from....   What's nice about the new primer was 
was you just mix it and shoot it.  The industrial grade (a darker grey) 
has to be thinned somewhat to shoot.  The wings and fusalage should be a 
bit of a wrestling match to primer..... stay tuned...





2005-09-24-rv7-
Priming of the empenage parts worked out pretty well.  Found a fit problem with the 
fiberglass/rib on top of the rudder and formed up another rib and drilled/fitted it 
to make sure there is no interference with the rudder.    Machined the stops for 
the ailerons and used my location jig (the angle pinned to the end wing rib) to 
drill the stops.   Van's calls for the stops on the inboard aileron hinge bracket.  
I found the outboard hinge easier to set up on so I used that.  I'll check with 
Van's to see if there is a big deal with doing that but I doubt it, the aileron's 
are pretty stiff torsionally.



2005-09-25-rv7-
Yesterday I figured out a way of laying out the aileron stop position using a 
conveniently thick file....The Turkeys keep making a visit to browse the field.  It 
turns out the large hens check out the place first then the rest of the flock shows 
up with this years youngsters to brows.  Really neet to watch them.  The aileron 
stop is a tiny little rascal so clamping it is a bit of a trick.  With both drilled 
I re-checked the travel limits and both sides are within Van's specs for limits.  
That done, it's onward and upward to start prepping the aileron and flaps for 
priming.  Hopefully the weather will clear tomorrow and the temperature will rise 
so I can prep and prime the aileron and flaps. 



2005-09-26-rv7-



2005-09-27-rv7-
Acid etched the flaps and ailerons then alodined them, and finally 
primered them this evening.


